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We shall here consider properties of functions and ordinary differential 
equations occuring in optimization and control problems, which are essential 
in proofs of necessary conditions for optima&y. Often these necessary 
conditions are stated in the form of a separation of two convex sets. The one 
set represents the desirable, but unattainable set of %sponses”, and the 
other set is generated by first order variations around the optimal solution. 
The necessary conditions are derived from a knowledge of a connection 
between this latter convex set and the set of “exact” solutions of the system 
near the given optimal solution. This is for example the case for various forms 
of the Lagrange multiplier theorem, as well as for Pontrjagin’s maximum 
principle. In the former case, this connection is provided by the non&near 
interior m#ng theorem, which says that if g is a continuously differentiable 
map from an open bounded neighborhood U of a point x,, in a Banach 
space X, into a normed space Y, then g(U) contains g(x,,) in its 
interior, if the origin is an interior point in s, the closure of the set 
S = d/dxg(x,)[U - x0]. (Cfr. G raves [I], and also the linear open mapping 
theorems in Edwards [2]). M ore generally, one can prove the so-&led 
mmlinear iti~ior ray theorem, which says that if A is a bounded closed convex 
set in X, a a given point in A, and y an interior point in the closure of the 
set d,idxg(Z)[A - a], th en for some d > 0, g(g) + dy is an element of 
int g(A), [the ,mterior of g(A)], Here g is a continuously differentiablEe map 
from an open neighborhood of A in the Banach space X, into the normed 
space Y. 
Similarly, in control theory, the above mentioned connection is provided 
by the following result: Let F be a family of functions from X x J into X, 
where J = [0, l] (the closed interval between 0 and 1 on the real line), and 
X is the Euclidean space Rn. Define the control system by 
i = f(x, q, x(O) = $0 , where x0 E X is fixed, 
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and where f is any element in F. Given a function f in F with corresponding 
solution g(s). With some additional assumptions on F, one is able to conclude 
that, for some d > 0, a(l) + dy is the endpoint of some trajectory of the 
system, if y belongs to the interior of the closed convex set K generated by 
the endpoints of solutions of the corresponding “variational equation”, that 
is, solutions of a suitable linear approximation of the system. The linear 
equation in question is given by: 
4(O) = 0 
and the set K equals G Q, (the closed convex hull of Q), where Q is the set 
of endpoints q(I) as f runs through F. 
The establishment of this “local attainability lemma” forms the essential 
part of the standard proofs of the Pontrjagin’s maximum principle, and 
convexity under switching is one assumption on F often employed in the 
proofs, (cfr. Halkin [3]). 
To be able to obtain maximum principles when X is no longer a finite 
dimensional space, but a general Banach space, (Seierstad [4], [5], [6]), one 
needs the same local attainability lemma. We shall prove such a lemma by 
means of a generalization, (Theorem l), of the nonlinear interior ray 
theorem. 
In Theorem 1 we need some definitions. Let B(x, r) denote an open ball 
around x of radius Y. Let cB(x, Y) = int co ((0} u 23(x, I)) for any ball 23(x, Y), 
and let an error function e(.) be a nonnegative extended realvalued function 
on the open interval (0, CO), such that lim e(d) exists and equals zero when 
d -+ 0+ . Finally, Dg means the derivative of g. 
1. 
THEOREM 1. (Nonlinear interior cone theorem) 
Assumptions. Let Y be a normed space, and A be a complete pseudo- 
metric space with metric a(*, .). Let e’(d) be an error function. Given real 
numbers 5 > 0, J?! > 0, d,, E <O, l] and elements 6~ A and FE Y. For each 
d E (0, d,,], let Ad be a subset of A, z E Ad for all d, and Ad C A,? if d < d’. 
Lety(.) : .&O -+ Y,y+(.) : A + Y, define ~(a) = y(a) - Y(Z). Lety+(a) = 0 
and let y( a) have a closed graph in the product space Ja, x Y. 
For all d in (0, d,l, assume that: 
(A) i@d > diam(A,), the diameter of Ad . 
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(B) For all a, a” E A, , k E [0, 11, there exists, for each E > 0, an a” E Ad 
such that 
0%) II W(4 + (1 - NY+(~ - ~+(a’)11 < 6, and 
(B%) a(a, a’) < i@kd. 
CC> &+(A) C Y+(A,) 
(D) // ~(a’) -- y+(a’) - (y(a) - y+(a))// < t?(d) . a(a’, a), for all a, a’ in A, . 
Con&&m. If p is an interior point in y+(A), then y(a) + dp is element 
of y&&J for some d’ > 0; more precisely, if B( p, 37) C y+(A), there is 
a d’~ < 0, d,,] such that cB(d$, d@) + Y(H) C y(&) C y(.&J for all de < 0, d’]. 
Remark. One gets the above-mentioned nonlinear interior ray theorem, 
if one in Theorem 1 lets d, = 1, A, = A n B(& d&F’), M” = diam(A), 
a’ = Ku” + (1 - k)a, and y+(u) = Dg@)[a - a]. (D) is then a wellknown 
consequence of continuous differentiability, (see Appendix, Lemma 1), (C) and 
(B,) are trivial, and (B,) is easily calculated with J?j =: 234”. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Defiine e = ~12. Assume that B($, 2.3 C y+(A). 
Choose d’ so small that e’(d) . & < e/8, for all d in {O, d’]. (C) implies that 
for each d in (0, d’] and for each p in B($, E) we have: 
- - 
(co) B(dp, dg) C d . y+(A) C y+(A,). 
If we prove that dp E j$&) f or all d in (0, d’] and all p in B(& E), then, 
for a given d in (0, d’], kdp E y(&.,) C y(.&) for all k E (0, l], and hence 
cB(d$ dc) C y(&). 
We shall now prove that dp E y(&) for all d E (0, d’], p E B@, a), and to 
this end we shall apply an induction process of successive “convex” approxi- 
mations. In the induction step we shall use the following 
SUBLEMMR. Definey’(u) = dp + y+(a) - y(a), for d E (0, d’], p E B@, k). 
Let S(x), for x E Y, mean the distance from x to mB(dp, de), (generally, 47 
means the complement of set H). We then have: 
For each a E A, for which S( y+(a)) and 6(j(a)) both are > jj dp - 9(a)/1, 
there exists an a’ E Ad such that 6( ~+(a’)) > jj dp - y(u’)& 6(g(u’)) > 
II 4 -%W II dp -W)ll < $11 dp -S4ll and %a’, a) < i@ - II dp -%@l\le. 
Proof. Let u = II dp - y(a)& If u = 0, let a’ = a. If u # 0, reason as 
follows. Since 6(9(u)) < S(dp), then 
u = /I dp - y(a)11 = II p(a) - y+(a)/1 < S(dp) = ed. 
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Thus (e&)(y’(u) -y+(a)) + y+(a) = h E B(dp, 2de), and by (C”), there is 
a point y+(&), with a” E A, , such that 11 ~+(a”) - h I/ < ed/16. Now, let 
a’ E A, have the properties of (B) for k = uled and E = edk/16. 
Since kk + (1 - k) y+(a) = Y(G), ky+(a”) + (1 - k) y+(a) is at a distance 
< k * ed/16 from y(a), which implies 
0%) 11 ~+(a’) -y’(a)]/ < 2 . edk/l6 = u/8 
Now (D) and (Bs) imply 
( w IIW) --~+(a’) - (y(a) -y+(a))11 < e’(d) . @kd 
and e’(d) * il?dk < u/S. Then 
llW> - Y’W - (s4 - Y’(4) - (Jw - YfWll 
= Ily(u’) - dp 11 < u/4 < u/2. 
Next, (b,) and the fact that S(j(a)) > U, imply that S( y+(u’)) > u - u/8 > 
3u/4, and thus S( y’(u’)) > u/2, since 11 y(u’) - y+(u’)lj = IIjj(u’) - dp I/ < u/4. 
By B, , S(a’, u) < n&/e, and the proof of the sublemma is complete. Now, 
by (CO), there is an a,, E A, such that {I dp - y+(u,)/l < ed/4, that is, 
S( ~+(a,,)) > 3ed/4. If we let a = a, a, = a’ in (D), we get, by (A) 
(4 Il.%,) - Y+WII < 44 . @ci’ 
and e’(d) * fid < ed/4. This gives that 11 y’(u,) - dp 11 = II y+(u,,) - y(u,)lj < 
44, and II 4 -PhJll < 42, (as dp -Y&J = 4 -Y+(G,) + y+h) -%-J). 
This implies that both S( ~+(a,,)) and S(y’(u,)) are > 11 dp - y(a,,)l/. 
By the sublemma, we may now by induction find a sequence a0 , a,, 
ua ,... from A, such that for each n 3 1 : I/ dp -~(u,Jll < #I dp --~(a,+.& 
a(~, GJ d II 4 - A~dll * M/e and both a( Y+W) and W(4) > 
II dP - SJIL h h w ic means that the process of induction may be continued 
indefinitely. As II dp -$u,Jll < (4)” * /I dp -~(a,,)ll we see that (a,> is a 
Cauchy sequence. Let a, -+ a E & . Then p(u) = dp, as y(e) has a closed 
graph. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Now, before stating our Banach space version of the local attainability 
lemma, we shall make some introductory remarks, and state some definitions. 
When the state space is an infinite dimensional Banach space, it is easy to 
construct counterexamples showing that convexity under switching no longer 
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is sufhcient for the establishment of the local attainability lemma. Eut if we 
add a rather weak completeness property to the assumptions on F, it turns out 
that this local attainability property also holds when the state space is a 
general Banach space. (This completeness property, below denoted (co), 
is actually satisfied in many of the nonlinear control problems in finite 
dimensional state space considered in the literature, e.g. Lee & Markus 
[7, Chp. 4, Chp. 51). Let us introduce the assumptions and definitions we 
shall use. 
Assumptions 1. Let X be a Banach space, andF be a family of maps from 
X x J into X, where J = [O, 11. Furthermore let M be a positive constant, 
B an open convex set in X, and x0 a fixed “initial point” in B. 
Suppose that all f in F have the following properties: f is continuously 
differentiable with respect to x in B (with derivative f,Jx, t)) for each given t 
in J, and f is measurable in t for each given x in B. Furthermore, 
ilf(x, t)l/ & M and /lfz(x, t)// < M for all (x, t) in B x J. (As a consequence 
of these assumptions, f&z, t) is a measurable function of t in J, for each given 
x in B). 
The family F represents the set of “alternatives” that are available in the 
control system we shall consider. The latter is defined by the equation: 
P =f(x, t) a.e. in J, X(t) = X0 + jz &(s) ds (*I 
such that the set of possible trajectories that can be realized in our system, is 
farmed by the solutions of (*) as f runs throughF. (We say that x(v) is a solu- 
tion of (*) if there exists a function 3i”(*) in the set of strongly integrable 
functions ZI( J, X), such that the pair (x(s), 4 -)) fu&is (*)). 
DEFINITION 1. F has property (SW), (F is “closed under switching”), iff 
the map hx, + LX-~ belongs to F, for any two functions h and h’ from F and 
for any measurable subset M of J. (x, ‘means the indicator function 
of the set M). 
DEFINITION 2. On the set 2 of all maps from X x J into X, we define the 
pseudometric u(?z, h) as follows: For each pair of maps Iz, h’ from 2, let 
a(h, &) be the infimum of the set of measures of all measurable sets M with 
the property that n(x, t) = &z, t) for all (x, t) in X x --Q%? We may write 
cr(h, i) = inf{meas(M) : M 3 (t : h(x, t) # &SC, t)} for all x in Xl. 
DEFINITION 3. F has property (cu), (F is “essentiaSly closed in the 
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metric (r”), iff any sequence of elements from F that is convergent in the 
u-metric has at least one of its limit points in F. (Note: If o(h, &) = 0, then 
there is a null set ll!l such that h 3 h’ on X x -M.) 
DEFINITION 4. We say that the function x(*) : J- X is a system solution 
if there exist an element f in F, and a function k( *) in the set of strongly 
integrable functions -E”i(J, X), such that the triple (x(s), 3i(-), f) satisfies (*). 
The pair (3i( .), f) is called a system pair. 
THEOREM 2 (Local attainability). Consider tJze control system 
3i = f (x, t) a.e. in J, x(t) = x0 + f/(s) ds, *c-j E ,EpI(J, X)3 (1) 
where f is an element of a given family F of functions from X x J into X, X a 
Banach space. The following assumptions are made: 
Assumptions 2. Property (SW) of D j t e ni ion 1, property (CIJ) of DeJinition 
3, together with Assumptions 1 are assumed to be satisfied. There is given 
a fixed system pair (a(.), f) with the property that f(t) is an element of the 
set B of Assumptions 1, for all t in J. 
Auxiliary deJinitions. Define for any f in F the function qf( *) : J -+ X as 
the unique solution of the “variational equation”: 
t&(t) = f&w? 9 m Sf N(t), t) -f@(t), t) a.e. ~.II 1, q&l = ~~~f~4 do 
(2) 
where &(-) E Zi(J, X). D e fi ne K to be the closed convex hull of the set of 
endpoints q,(l) as f runs through F, (i.e. K = GQ, Q = {qf(l): f EF}). 
Finally, define a point x in X to be attainable if x = x(l) for some system 
solution x(a). (See DeJinition 4). 
Conclusion. If 3 is an interior point in K, then there is a real number 
d > 0 such that Z(1) + dF is attainable. In fact, if B($, 2~) C K, where 
E > 0, then there is a d > 0, such that ~(1) + cB(d$ de) is contained in the 
set of attainable points. 
The proof of this theorem will be carried out in Step 1 and Step 2 below. 
Before starting we shall make some introductory remarks. 
Remark 1. By use of the socalled resolvent of the linear equation 
4(t) = j‘&(t), t) q(t), it is possible to obtain the following expression for the 
endpoints e(l): 
qA1) = ,: C(s)~fW), 4 - f Wh 4) ds 
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where C(s) is a bounded linear operator for each s, depending continuously 
on s in J, (see DieudonnC [8], Chp. X). 
Remark 2. As mentioned earlier, we shall apply Theorem 1, in the proof 
of Theorem 2, and we shall let the metric space A be the set F topologized by 
the invariant pseudometric u, 8 shall bef, y+ shall be the mapf-t q,(l), and 
A, shall be the open balls B(f, d) CF, for d in (0, 11, B(f, d) being balls in 
the metric u. (Put l@ = 2, and observe that (A) holds.) Finally, we shall 
prove below the existence of a d,, E (0, l] and a map f- a?f(.) on ,?$ C F, 
(the closure relative to the o-metric), such that (*?(*),f) is a system pair for 
each f in this set. We let y(e) of Theorem 1 be the map J-+ z+(l) = y(f). 
Remark 3. Before presenting a formal proof, we shall make some informal 
considerations that indicates why Theorem 1 is applicable in our present 
situation. This discussion will be made precise in the Proof of Theorem 2, 
which follows below. 
Consider now the differential equation L+ = f(x, Ql (with side condition 
x(O) = x0), which is assumed to have a solution SZ(*) for S = f. With our 
Assumptions 1, it is easily seen by the general theory of differential equations, 
that iff E F is nearf (in u-metric), then an unique solution x~( a) of the equation 
2 = f (x, t), x(0) = x, , exists. Furthermore, the solution 6x(*) of the linear 
equation S3i = f&(t), t) Sx + f (z(t), t) - n(t), [with &z(O) = 0] is a first 
order approximation of the difference xX+) - a(.), for the following reasons: 
If z(.) = 8x(.) + a(*), then 11 f(z(t), t) - ,%(t)~j = jlf(x(t), t) - k?(t) - ?(*)j[ = 
ji f (z(t), t) - f (g(t), t) --f&~(t), t) &(t)ll, which is of the second order. Thus 
II fW)7 4 - Wll is small of the second order, and hence also /I xl(t) - z(t)11 
by standard theory of approximate solutions of differential equations, and 
our assertion follows. 
As fn is also nearf-, in the o-metric, when f is near-f, the difference between 
f&W, 9 644 and f&W, 4 W) is of the second order. Thus also 
I/ 6x(t) - &(t)l/ is small of the second order, where &c(a) is the solution of the 
iinear equation 3% = f&%(t), t) ax + f (Z(t), t) - S(t), ax(O) = 0. Hence 
6x(.) may be replaced by ax(*) as a f&t order approximation of xf(.) - a(.). 
This implies that in a certain sense x~(*) is differentiable with respect to f 
(and with respect to the u-metric) atf. This holds equally well at all nearbyf. 
Thus it turns out that f * x~(.) is continuously differentiable (in some sense) 
near f, hence ,also y( f ) is. The existence of y(s), and the property (D) (see 
Appendix, Lemma 1) should now have been justified, as ax(l) = qf(l) = y+(f). 
Properties (I&) and (C) are consequences of the fact that convex combina- 
tions with weights k, (1 - K) of two endpoints qJ,l), am, (lz and 6 6 F), may 
be approximated as closely as wanted by an endpoint &l), f being a switching 
or “chattering” combination of h and h’(of the type occuring in property 
(SW)). (B,) is a consequence of the relative weights k and (1 - k) given to h 
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and h’ in the switching combination. In our next remark we formally state this 
convexity property of switching. We have now informally discussed the condi- 
tions required in Theorem 1 (except completeness), and turn again to a formal 
elaboration of the prerequisites needed for the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark 4. Let & be the collection of all sets that are finite unions of 
disjoint intervals in J. Let & also contain the empty set m. If h, h’ E _EL;(j, X), 
k E [0, I], there is, for each E > 0 a set C, E J&’ such that meas (CJ = k and 
and, likewise, if (hl , h;) ,..., (h, , &) is a finite collection of pairs of functions 
from gr(J, X), we can find one C, such that (4) is fulfilled for all indices 
i = l,..., n. ((4) is easily seen to hold for piecewise constant functions, even 
for E = 0, and the general case is proved by approximating h and h’ by piece- 
wise constant functions. Compare Halkin [9, Sec. II, Lemma l].), [lo]. 
Remurk 5. The space Z (of Dejnition 2) is complete in the a-metric. 
This will imply that F in Theorem 2 is complete, as it has property (cu). To 
establish the completeness of 2, it suffices to consider Cauchy sequences f% 
from 2 that fulfil (for all n) o(fn , fn+r) < l/2%+1. Then there exist sets C,,, 
such that fn+i( ., t) differs from fn( *, t) only for t E C,, , and 
meas( C,,,) < 1/2%+l. 
Let B, = lJ{C, : m > n + 11. We see that if m 3 n + 1, then fk(-, t) # 
fn(-, t) only for t E B, , and meas < l/2”. We can obviously construct a 
function f belonging to 2 such that for all n, f E fn on X x -Bn . Hence 
fn -+ f, and Z is proved to be complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall apply Theorem 1 in the situation of 
Theorem 2, with the interpretations of y, y+, A and Ad given in Remark 2. 
Considering the requirements in Theorem 1, completeness of A and property 
(A) are already proved. In Step 1 below, we prove (B) and (C), and in Step 2 
we give a formal proof of the existence of y( .) on a set Ad0 and of (D) by aid of 
the implicit function theorem. 
Step 1. Proof of (B). Let 5 = JJ C( *)f (z(e), e). Given any A f E A, , 
k E [O, 11, E > 0. Let w = KY+(f) + (1 - k) y+( f ). By formula (3), 
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w = v - F, where v = JJ @C( *) j(f( *), *) + (1 - K) C(s) f(%(%), *)) dp. As 
described in Remuk 4, there is a set C, in d with measure k such that 
/Iv - v* 11 < E, where v* 
Hence I] w - y+(.& < 
= J-3 W)fYW), -) xc, -I- C(*).fW*), *I x-c,> 4. 
E, where p =fxc + f&c, , since ZI* - g = y+(p). 
f belongs to F, by property (SW). As f’ an8 f are elements of Ad , there are sets 
c and C both with measures < d, such that j (respectively f) is identically 
equal to f on X X -c, (resp. X x -C). Hence J@ is identically equal 
to J on X x [(-c n C,) u (-C n MC,)], which equals X x w&, if 
e=(t?nC,)u(Cn --Cd As meas d .f~ x& * XC* + .b XC ” X-X, f and 
JJ kxc + JJ (1 - R) xc < kd -J- (1 - k)d = d, we can choose C, also so 
that meas < d, by (5). Thus 4~ A, , and (B,) holds. Finally, since f is 
identicahy equal to f on X X -C, , and also on X x (-en -C) (where 
J” zz f 3 f), we obtain that f is identically equal to f on X x C*, where 
C* = -C, u (-c n -C) = -((zi u C) n C,). Thus S~(j?,f) < meas(~C*), 
and since meas(MC*) < fJ (xe + xc) * xc, , we can choose C, also so that 
meas(wC*) 4 2kd, (apply (5) to the pair of functions (h, 0), h = XE + xc , 
and note that JJ (klz + (1 - k) * 0) dp < 2kd). Thus (B2) holds with L@ = 2. 
Proofof( F or any K E (0, d), (B,) says that Ky+(fl) + (1 - k) y+(f) = 
KY+(f) may be approximated as closely as wanted by an element y+(f), 
with f” =fY*~c~+f*x,++. As meas ==K <d, f+.zAd. Thus 
ky+( f ) E y+(A,), hence also dy+( f) E y*(A,) for any {in F, and (C) follows, 
Note that we have defined A, for all din (0, I], and have proved (A), (B) 
and (Cc) for such d’s. However, to meet the other requirements in Themem 1, 
we must restrict our attention to a suitable subinterval (0, d,], to be defined 
below. 
Step 2, a. In the whole of Step 2 we shall assume that we are working in 
the quotient space L,(J, X) of LZr(J, X), rather than in Pr(J, X) itself. The 
L,-norm we denote by 11 /jr . We shall consider (1) to be an equation in 
I&, X), determining 2(e) EJ&(J, X), and we shall write it 
*(*I = f (% + s, q*j, *) = .q$‘),f) (6) 
where 1; is the map k(e) + z(s), given by x(t) = Ji &(s) ds. E is the map 
@t*>,f) +S@o + J; 4.h -1, w h ere z( *) EL~(J, X), and f belongs ta the linear 
space p spanned by F. Note that all f in P have ali the properties listed for f in 
Assumptions 1, if M is replaced by a constant M? (dependent on f E@). 
Define on P the pseudonorm: 
(7) 
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where B’ is the ball B(z(*), 8) in the space C(J, X) consisting of all continuous 
functions from J into X, with the supremum norm. 6 is chosen so small that 
u(t) is element of the set B (of Assumptions 1) for all u in B’ and all t in J. 
Let N* be the ball B*(f, 1) in p, ( we write B*(., *) for balls in the norm 
1) ]I*). Let Bl be the ball B(2(*), 6) in L,( J, X). We shaZZprowe the function E 
of (6) to be continuously dajferentiable as a map on B, x N* into L,( J, X). Note 
that here in Step 2, a, all topological concepts used refer to the norm 
]I (/* on p, ]J /II on L,( J, X), and /I /jm, the supremum norm, on C( J, X). 
Since Ji is a bounded linear map from L,(J, X) into C( J, .X), and 
& Bl + x0 C B’, the continuous differentiability claimed will follow if we 
prove the continuous differentiability of the map B : (x(.),f) +f(x(.), *) : 
B’ x N* -+ Ll( J, X). The partial derivative with respect to x( *), &...j , at 
(x(e), f) E B’ x N* is given by the map: s(*) +fz(x(.), *)[$(*)I : C( J, X) -+ 
L,( J, X), and &.:(.J depends continuously on x(.) in B’; a proof of these facts 
is given in the Appendix, Lemma 2. The simultaneous continuous dependence 
of &.(.J on (x(*),f) at a point (g(s), j) in B’ x N* is seen by applying the 
formula: 
When (x( *), f) is near to ($(a), f’), the former addend is small by the definition 
of I] ]I*, the latter addend is small by the continuous dependence on x(*) 
already mentioned. The dependence on f in the function I? is linear, and the 
partial derivative & at (Z(e), J) E B’ x N*, which is the linear operator 
h -+ h(k(+), *) defined onP and with values inL,( J, X), is obviously a bounded 
linear operator, by the definition of 11 II*. It is actually independent off, and 
it depends continuously on the point (%(a),!), for the the following reasons. 
By definition, we have to prove that s~p,,~,,,<~]lj(x(.), *) --p(Z(*), *)]I1 is 
small when x(s) is near Z(m), x(m) E B’. We have already proved that 2 is 
continuously differentiable with respect to x(e), and the continuity of I& is 
now a consequence of the following calculation. (The supremas below are 
taken for z(.) E [x(s) : x’(.)], the segment between x(s) and a(.)). 
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We shall in a moment be able to conclude from the implicit function theo- 
rem, (see the Appendix), that there exists an open ball N around f in N* 
and a continuously dz~ertmtiable map f -+ SEA.) on N into B, C L,( J, X) 
fu&Zling (6), with *F(s) = a(*). Th is conclusion will follow, if we prove that 
I - B,,@(~),f) = H h as a bounded inverse, (I being the identity operator). 
But, since E,,.,(Z(.), J) is the map S(S) --&c(.), *)[& $(-)I, the existence of 
this bounded inverse will follow from the existence of a unique solution 
sn(.) of the equation s(a) = j*(%(*), *)[&, s( -)] + h, h E L,(J, X), such that 
sh(.) depends continuously on h in L,-norm. (Note that I?*(., , Hand h -+ sa( *) 
are linear maps of L,( J, X) into itself). The existence of such a map h -3 sh(*) 
follows from wellknown results in the theory of linear differential equations. 
The existence of the map 3i?(*) on N is then established. The derivative of 
s+(.) atf, Dkf(.), is given byg--+ H-lE,($f(.),f)[g] = Qua.,,., : P +L1( J, X). 
Step 2, b. These results we shall apply to prove (D) and the existence of 
dO in Theorem 1. The continuous differentiability in N, implies the existence 
of an error function e(d) such that 
if f,gEB*(f,d)CN; (8) 
see Appendix, Lemma 1. From Assumptions 1, we see that 2n/ro(h, 6) > 
j/ h - h’[j*, if h, h’ EF. Thus, if dO is so chosen that N3 &, , (the closure of 
AdO in F, relative to the u-metric), then f + z+( .) is defined on sz, . The left 
hand side of (8) is smaller than t(d) G(f, g), if f, g E Ad, where 
E(d) = 2Me(2Md). N ow c&(s) = sh(*), for h = f(Z(.), .) --f@(e), s), and 
with the interpretations given in Remark 2, (D) now follows immediately. 
The map f -+ 5(e) on &, , (and thus f -+ y( f )) is continuous in the V- 
metric, since f -+ &(*) is continuous in the norm Ij jj*. Hence y(v) has the 
required closed graph property. Thus all the properties required in Theorem 1 
are fulfilled and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA 1. Let Z, X be two normed spaces, let h be a contimously d$erenti- 
able mapfrom a neighborhood U of the segment [a : b] in Z, into X, with derivative 
Dh. Then, for each u,, in U, we have: 
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Proof. This is proved by noting that l/g(l) -g(O)/1 < supte[,,Jl Dg(t)(j, 
whereg is the map: t -+ h(t(b - a) + a) - Dh(u,)[t(b - a) + a] : [0, I]--+ X, 
compare Dieudonnk [8], Chp. VIII. 
LEMMA 2. Let 2 be a normed space, and let U be an open convex set in Z 
and let X be a Banach space. Let h : U x J + X be continuously differentiable 
with respect to u in U for each t in J. Denote the partial derivative of h with 
respect to u by h, . Given a fixed constant M* > 0, such that 11 h,(u, t)jl < M*, 
for all (u, t) in U x J. Assume that h(u, *) is an element of Z1( J, X), (which 
implies that hu(u, a) is measurable), for each u in U. Then the map h : u -+ h(u, 0) : 
U -+ Y;(J, X) is continuously disferentiable in U, with derivative h,(u) at u 
equal to the map: z --+ hu(u, .)[%I : 2 --+ gl( J, X). 
Proof. By Lemma 1 above, 
R(u’, t) = 11 h(u’, t) - h(u, t) - h&, t)[u’ - u-J11 
G SW, 4 II u’ - u I/ < 2M* 11 u’ - u 11, 
where S(ZJ’, t) = ~up~~~~,:~,ll hu(s, t) - h,(u, t)lj; u’, u E U, u fixed. Now, 
S(u’, t) --t 0, for each t, when u’ --+ u. Thus the Lebesgue dominated conver- 
gence theorem implies that R(u’, .)/I/ u’ - u jj ---f 0 in &-norm when u’ -+ u. 
This same theorem also implies that the linear map h,(u) depends con- 
tinuously on u, and the continuous differentiability is proved. 
THEOREM (Implicit functions). Let V be a pseudonorwled space, W a 
Banach space, A an open set in V, B an open set in W. Furthermore, let h be a 
continuously dz$j%rentiable map from B x A into W, (with partial derivatives 
h,(w, v) and h,(w, v) at (w, v) E B x A C W x V). Finally, assume given a 
point (a, g) in B x A, with the property that s = h(@, 5) and that [I- h,(@, $1 
has a bounded inverse, (I being the identity operator). Then there exists a conti- 
nuous map g on an open ball A* C A around @, with values in B C W, such 
that (a): g(v) = h(g(v), v) for all v in A*, and (b): @ = g(e). g is the only 
continuous map from A* into W satisfying (a) and (b). Finally, g is in fact 
continuously d@erentiable with derivative 
Dg(v) = (I - h&(v)> v>>” h&(v), ~1. 
This theorem is essentially proved in DieudonnC [S, Chp. X]. (His state- 
‘ment of this theorem is a little more restrictive, but his proof actually applies 
also in our situation). 
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